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A new approach to foreign equity participation and the desire 
to accelerate the transfer of modern technology and management me- 
thods has resulted, in many CMEA countries, in a great deal of 
new legislation to regulate the process of establishing and ope- 
rating joint ventures with Western companies. Together with the 
economic reforms taking place in these countries, which have 
resulted in more freedom to enterprises and their managers and in 
more decentralized decision-making, this attitude is facilitating 
the process of creating joint ventures. 
As joint ventures constitute a new organizational setting 
between two economic systems, they have become a very 'hot' topic 
in many different forums, including the mass media. In spite of 
the growing interest in east-west joint ventures and due to their 
short history, there are very few completed studies on the sub- 
ject. Several international organizations, such as UNIDO and 
ECE, have compiled studies of legislation for joint ventures and 
organized meetings between managers from both economic systems to 
discuss the issue. Bilateral studies between various countries 
and consultancy reports are also available. Nevertheless, there 
is a vacuum of empirical studies and analyses of the problems 
faced by partners, especially during the periods of negotiation 
and operation. 
The MTC activity, therefore, has directed its efforts towards 
a feasibility study on joint ventures, in order to define IIASA's, 
and specifically MTC's, niche in the field. 
Dr. Djarova's working paper documents the state-of-the-art 
of the issue of east-west joint ventures. The information has 
been updated through June 1988. It gives a broad picture of the 
current situation as well as a review of available literature on 
the subject. The content of the problem is very large in scope 
and, for the purposes of our feasibility study, has been somewhat 
condensed to make the information here presented of use, not only 
to researchers, but to managers as we1 1. 
F.  Schmidt-Bleek 
Leader 
Technology, Economy, and Society Program 
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JOINT VENTURES: A NEU REALITY OF EAST-WEST COOPERATION 
(STATE-OF-THE-ART) 
J u l i a  Djarova 
1. STATE-OF-THE-ART OF ECIST-UEST COOPERATION 
In order to face the problems of East-West joint ventures 
today, we logically have to return to the history of cooperation 
between Eastern European and Western developed countries in this 
area. Looking over the trends, cooperative forms, and driving 
forces of East-West relations gives us some introductory informa- 
tion about joint ventures, the most complex and developed form of 
East-West integration in recent times. What took place in pre- 
vious decades can help explain the main reasons that the East and 
West have moved on to more deeper forms of joint industrial coop- 
eration. 
Until the 1970'5, East-West relations mainly took the form of 
trade in goods and services. East-West trade increased at a 
rapid rate since 1960, approximately 305% between 1960 and 1979 
(see Figure 11), and then continued to increase at a slower rate 
through 1987. Western exports to Eastern Europe have been con- 
centrated in the fields of machinery, transport equipment, and 
manufactured goods, each accounting for between 20-35% of total 
Western exports in the respective area, and of chemicals and 
foodstuffs, each accounting for some 10%. Exports from Eastern 
countries to the West consisted mainly of food, beverages, and 
tobacco, accounting for 30%; raw materials, minerals, and fuel, 
accounting for about 45-50%; and engineering products accounting 
for some 10%. 
The organizational aspects of foreign trade have developed 
as a consequence of commercial transactions between Western com- 
panies and the authorized foreign trade organizations in the 
Eastern countries. Almost all Western industrial countries have 
signed bilateral trade agreements with various Eastern European 
countries for periods of time ranging from 2-6 years. The devel- 
opment of inter-governmental agreements has become more broad in 
scope, now including forms of commercial, economic, industrial, 
and scientific and technical cooperation. 
Various motivating or driving forces have entered into these 
trade relation developments. These forces involve mainly the 
process of extended internationalization, but are also connected 
Note: Recent changes in East-West trade relations are 
shown in "European Economic Bulletin," TRADE (XXVI)/l, United 
Nations, vol. 39, 1987 (Russian version). 
with national strategies for rapid economic growth, expanded 
capacity and market diversification, new sources of raw materials 
and labor, risk reduction, increased degree of technological 
development, etc. 
The process of increasing inter-country dependence, mainly 
in the fields of economics, science and technology, has called 
for new types of relations. The Conference on Security and Coop- 
eration in E u r o p e  officially confirmed the process underway at 
that time of a "growing worldwide economic interdependence which 
has called for increasing common and effective efforts towards 
the solution of major economic problems" and has led to the need 
"for promoting stable and equitable international economic rela- 
tions." The conference recognized "that industrial cooperation 
covers a number of forms of economic relations going beyond the 
framework of conventional trade and that in concluding contracts 
on industrial cooperation the partners will determine jointly the 
appropriate forms and conditions of cooperation, taking into 
account their mutual interest and capabilities." 
Characteristic features of East-West relations which have 
been observed from the early 1970's through the present are: 
1 )  gradual transfer from simple foreign trade relations to coop- 
eration in the fields of economics, science and technology, 
etc. and 
2 )  development of the forms for this cooperation, starting with 
sub-contracts and moving on to co-production, joint pro- 
jects, and joint ventures. 
Another characteristic of East-West cooperative relations is 
that inter-firm cooperation is now more frequently established by 
direct company contact than by governmental agreements. This 
process is one of the pre-conditions for developing more diver- 
sified and complex forms of relations, i.e. international trade, 
economic, RSD, etc. 
Furthermore, more profound inter-governmental relations have 
led to avoiding the type of "anonymous" cooperation which used to 
prevail in trade relations, whereby Western firms found themselves 
dealing with a government agency or ministry, not the individual 
enterprises involved. The need for companies to be actively 
involved arose, and cooperation forms now generally imply knowing 
the "addresses" of a1 1 partners. 
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (1973) 
Final Act, Helsinki, July 3. 
McMillan3 defines three categories of inter-firm relations: 
1 )  market relations mainly in the form of trade in goods and 
services; 
2 )  interaction of subordinate units of a single multi-national 
firm, the result of a national firm's international expansion 
through direct foreign investment; 
3 )  relations of an intermediate character or relations outside 
the market place but without the loss of essential opera- 
tional autonomy. 
Distinguishing the first and the second categories, McMillan 
noticed that "while market relations involve the parties in iso- 
lated transactions, cooperation typically associates them in a 
set of complementary activities. Moreover, the coordination 
performed by the agreement characteristically extends directly to 
activities as production and R&D, which are only indirectly deter- 
mined by the operation of the market in the case of trade rela- 
tions." The cooperative association (see Table 1 )  is defined as 
an intermediary where the important relations between the parties 
may be left to determination by market forces. 
The first generally accepted working definition of industrial 
cooperation in an East-West context was provided in 1973, by the 
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (ECE), namely: 
"the economic relationships and activities arising from 
a) contracts extending over a number of years between 
partners belonging to different economic systems which 
go beyond the straightforward sale or purchase of goods 
and services to include a set of complementary or match- 
ing operations in production in the development and 
transfer of technology in marketing, etc. and b) con- 
tracts between such partners which have been identified 
as industrial cooperation contracts by governments in 
bilateral or multilateral  agreement^."^ 
McMillan, Carl H. (1978) "The International Organization 
of Inter-Firm Cooperation Economic Relations between East and 
West," International Economic Association, edited by N. G. M. 
Watts, conference proceedings. Note: Prof. McMillan works at 
the Institute of Soviet & East European Studies, Carton Univer- 
sity, Ottawa, Canada, where many studies on East-West industrial 
cooperation have been done. 
Economic Commission for Europe (1973) Analytical Report on 
Industrial Coo~eration, Geneva: Economic Commission for Europe. 
In 1976, further experience in the actual operation of in- 
dustrial cooperation contracts led to an advanced definition of 
industrial cooperation as follows: 
"a contractual economic relationship between two or 
more enterprises of different nationalities extending 
over a longer period whereby a community of interests 
is established for the purpose of complementary ac- 
tivities relating to the supply of licenses and equip- 
ment, development of new technologies, the exchange of 
information, and the use of those technologies, produc- 
tion and marketing with provision for the settlement in 
kind of whole or part of the obligations arising from 
cooperation activities."" 
Several main forms of cooperation can be observed in prac- 
tice and are being monitored and examined by the United Nations 
specialized agencies, especially the ECE. These are: 
* co-production and specialization, 
* delivery of plant and equipment, 
* supply of licenses, 
* subcontracting, 
* joint ventures, and 
* joint tendering or joint projects. 
Some brief information about these different cooperation 
forms is shown in Table 2. The number of cooperation agreements 
has grown rapidly during the first half of the 1970's, during 
which time the United Nations estimate some 1000 industrial con- 
tracts were signed.& Through 1983, the number of such agreements 
has increased to 1500. 
The ECE provides and updates relatively regularly statistical 
data about industrial cooperation agreements between Eastern and 
Western c ~ u n t r i e s . ~  Assessing cooperation activities, the ECE 
usually uses three sources: 
1 )  information derived principally from published sources, 
2) data obtained during interviews with enterprises, and 
Economic Commission for Europe (1976) "Reference to Joint 
Ventures," TRADE, AC.3/R.10. 
Wienert, H. and Slater, J. (1986) East-West Technoloqy 
Transfer: The Trade and Economic Aspects, Paris: OECD. 
Economic Commission for Europe (1987) TRADE, R.527, Sep- 
tember 21; and Economic Commission for Europe (1986) TRADE, 
R.515/Add. 1 ,  September 5. 
3) information contained in documents and contributions sub- 
mitted by delegations to the ECE ad hoc meeting on industrial 
cooperation (1980) and the special expert meeting on in- 
dustrial cooperation (1985) .  
The ECE and especially the Committee on the Development of 
Trade usually choose a sample of contracts, including nearly all 
contracts existing at the time the study is done. In the ECE re- 
ports, explanations are found about the difficulties in obtaining 
the information about all cooperation agreements; the information 
is often unavailable and/or the sources for such data are limited. 
For this reason, the ECE reports usually compile strictly quan- 
titative data concerning various aspects of industrial cooperation 
between East and West; qualitative information regarding the 
problems involved in establishing joint ventures is not included. 
Nevertheless, these reports are the most representative informa- 
tion available at present. 
The most recent reports done by the ECE on current trends in 
industrial cooperation describe briefly several characteristics of 
the industrial relations between East and West.- 
1. When comparing the centrally planned Eastern European coun- 
tries with the number of industrial cooperation contracts, 
Hungarian enterprises are shown to have concluded the largest 
number of cooperation contracts with firms in market economy 
countries. Second and third place are held by the USSR and 
Poland respectively. These three countries account for the 
great majority of contracts covered by the analysis, about 
80% of the sample (see Figures 2 and 3 ) .  
2. With regard to the distribution of industrial cooperation 
contracts by industry, industrial cooperation activities are 
still concentrated mainly in those industries for which 
technological progress is of primary importance. Over 70% 
of the total number of cases studied relate to chemicals, 
mechanical engineering, transport equipment, electrical 
equipment and electronics, and light industry (see Figure 4 
and Table 3 for changes between 1980 and 1987). 
3. The breakdown of the sample by type of contract reflects 
certain trends in the forms of industrial cooperation prac- 
ticed. One of the trends is that the greatest progress is 
being made in precisely those forms which appear most clearly 
to characterize industrial cooperation a s  a specific area of 
international economic relations. This is particularly so 
in the case of co-production based on the reciprocal supply 
of goods and services according to a coordinated plan and 
Wienert/Slater, 1986; and ECE (1987) TRADE, R.527. 
sometimes according to the partners' respective patterns of 
specialization. 
4. Co-production and specialization represent the most wide- 
spread form of cooperation. It is followed by joint ven- 
tures, delivery of plant or equipment, and licensing. Joint 
tendering or joint projects are also relatively well- 
represented. Only sub-contracting, one of the earliest 
forms of cooperation, is of modest importance among the 
forms of industrial cooperation practiced today (see Figure 
5). Looking at the dynamics of cooperative forms, we ob- 
serve changes between the situation in 1984 and in 1987. 
Joint ventures moved from 4th place in 1984 to 2nd place in 
1987, although co-production remained the most widespread 
form of cooperation. Third place is held by licensing in 
1984 and by delivery of plant or equipment in 1987 (see 
Table 2). 
5. Analyzing together cooperation forms in use in 1987 and 
industrial sectors, it can be seen that licensing is fairly 
widespread in the transport equipment industry. One-half of 
all contracts for delivery of plant or equipment is con- 
centrated in the chemical industry. Sub-contracting has a 
clear lead in light industry. Joint ventures relate mainly 
to the chemicals industry. Joint tendering or joint projects 
are widely represented in the electrical equipment industry. 
Cooperation based on specialization is more evenly dis- 
tributed among all industrial sectors.'? 
6. With regard to the market economy countries, firms belonging 
to 9 of these countries participate in nearly 90% of the 
total number of contracts. Among these 9 countries, the 
greatest number of contracts has been concluded by the Fed- 
eral Republic of Germany, followed by Italy, the United 
States, France, and Austria (see Figure 6). 
7. In connection with the forms of industrial cooperation prac- 
ticed by firms in the market economy countries, there is a 
clear preference for co-production based on specialization 
in 7 of the 9 countries: Sweden, Federal Republic of Ger- 
many, Italy, France, Switzerland, United States, and Uni'ted 
Kingdom. Japanese firms are principally involved in coopera- 
tion based on delivery of plant or equipment, and British 
firms mainly in joint ventures and joint projects. This 
later type of cooperation, joint ventures, is also fairly 
well represented in the United States, Switzerland, Italy, 
Sweden, Austria, and Federal Republic of Germany (see Figure 
7). 
ECE (1987) TRADE, R.527. 
8. Among industrial sectors in which firms in market economy 
countries cooperate with enterprises in planned economy 
countries, the chemical industry is predominant in 7 of the 
9 Western countries considered: Japan, Italy, United King- 
dom, Switzerland, France, United States, and Federal Republic 
of Germany (see Figures 8 and 9 in combination). 
2. STATES-THE-ART OF EAST-EST JOINT VENTURES 
The development of East-West relations beyond commodity 
trading has led during the last decade to various forms of in- 
dustrial cooperation. Not only has industrial cooperation become 
more and more important, but so has the latest high-potential 
form of East-West cooperation, joint ventures. The latter are 
rightly called a phenomenon in the strategic development of East- 
West relations. 
A review of existing literature shows that the problems of 
East-West joint ventures have not been widely discussed. The 
publications concern themselves mainly with legal regulations in 
the various planned economies and descriptions of separate cases 
in the experience of managers or firms which have established con- 
tacts for starting joint ventures. There are some studies based 
on the cases of established joint ventures, concentrating mainly 
on the legal regulations for setting up joint ventures; they 
provide quantitative data about the number of joint ventures and 
their distribution by country and industrial sectors. Neverthe- 
less, existing literature and other sources do give us an overview 
of the state-of-the-art of joint ventures which will be briefly 
described in this section (See Appendix 3 for listing of studies). 
2.1. Conditions and Hotivations for Establishing Joint Ventures 
Inter-firm cooperation can choose among several forms, rang- 
ing from commercial harmonization to production collaboration to 
institutional integration (see Table 4 ) .  The first question 
arising here concerns 
+ the driving forces behind the selection of a particular 
cooperation form among the large variety of such forms. 
Such a question can exist independently of the type of coop- 
eration forms. 
Looking at the joint venture agreement, for example, there 
are two types of forces which can be investigated in more detail. 
The external forces are mainly connected with the legal norms and 
other established conditions as well as the preferences of deci- 
sion-makers at the governmental or company level. Internal forces 
are usually connected with the nature of the object of coopera- 
tion, the product, service or technology involved. The organiza- 
tion of the potential partner firms and the subjective perceptions 
of decision-makers are other important variables upon which the 
choice depends. 
To describe the legal aspects and official policies concern- 
ing joint ventures in both market and planned economies, we can 
turn to the studies done by the ECE and by Business Internation- 
a1.l" There is a widespread practice in market economies to set 
up joint ventures all over the world. In the ECE market econo- 
mies, governments as a rule welcome direct foreign investment 
within their national territory. Investments which create new 
job opportunities or introduce new or high technologies or new 
skills or products deemed to be important for the development and 
competitiveness of the host country are particularly welcome as 
are investments which can be expected to increase the country's 
export earnings or substitute for some of its imports. Invest- 
ments in developing or depressed areas of the host country are 
also often actively encouraged by tax privileges, development 
loans on concessionary terms, or other inducements. 
Concerning the degree of foreign ownership, none of the 
Western countries of the ECE put absolute limits on the degree of 
foreign ownership of companies operating in fields open to foreign 
investors. Some countries, however, specify certain procedures 
concerning this point. In Sweden, a company intending to own 
Swedish natural resources (such as mines, farms, forests, and 
water falls) or to hold over 40% of the equity and 20% of the 
voting rights of another company owning such property must have a 
so-called "alien ownership" clause in its articles of associa- 
tion, stipulating that at least 60% of this shared capital and 
80% of the voting rights must be owned by Swedish nationals.ll 
Finland has similar legislation. A foreign investor needs 
the permission of the Ministry of Trade and Industry in order to 
control over 40% of the shared capital of a Finnish company and 
20% of the voting rights. A company where foreign ownership or 
voting rights exceed the above limits also needs the permission 
of the said Ministry in order to purchase or lease real estate for 
manufacturing or commercial purposes for over 2 years. Switzer- 
land requires that a majority of a company's directors be Swiss 
citizens or, if there is only one director, that he be Swiss. 
Economic Commission for Europe (1987) TRADE, R.529; and 
"Revival of JV Trend in EE: A Comparative Overview," Business 
Eastern Europe, June 27, 1980, pp. 203-205. Note: Business 
International prepared a study in 1980 of the pros and cons of 
entering into such agreements. 
l 1  Economic Commission for Europe (1987) TRADE, R.528, Oc- 
tober 31. 
Concerning the rules on competition, joint ventures in the 
market economies of the ECE region (whether the partners are of 
the same national origin or from two or more countries) are sub- 
ject to a wide range of competition law provisions at the national 
level. In the member states of the European Economic Community, 
joint ventures in any member country are also subject to various 
community rules and regulations. 
Many changes occurred during 1986 and 1987 in CMEQ legisla- 
tion for establishing joint ventures, particularly those to be 
located in Eastern European countries. During these last two 
years, three countries (Czechoslovakia, Poland, and the Soviet 
Union) enacted legislation or issued policy statements making 
joint ventures located in the country possible for the first 
time. Two other countries (Bulgaria and Hungary) further revised 
their existing legislation to permit such joint ventures to be 
located within their territory. Romania had already enacted 
legislation providing for East-West joint ventures in 1971. Only 
the German Democratic Republic has no such legislation. Yugos- 
lavia, which is not a full member of CMEQ, was the first socialist 
economy to permit joint ventures within its territory as far back 
as 1967. 
To describe the conditions for establishing joint ventures 
independently of their location, one most important factor must be 
pointed out. This factor concerns the many changes going on for 
the past two years in almost all Socialist countries. 6 major 
part of these changes involves the restructuring of economic 
organizations in general and of foreign trade in particular. 
Greater freedom of action is being accorded in foreign trade 
operations to individual enterprises or associations of enter- 
prises in several Socialist countries. This has raised expecta- 
tions of enlarged East-West trading opportunities among actual 
and prospective Western business partners. The prospect of new 
markets being opened through new forms of inter-firm cooperation 
has kindled fresh interest on both sides in the future of East- 
West trade. 
Tables 5 and 6 give a general description of the main fea- 
tures of the joint venture legislation existing in the Socialist 
countries. They also show the ongoing process of improving condi- 
tions for establishing joint ventures in these countries. In 
general, it can be said that there are many similarities in the 
existing legislation in the European CMEA countries concerning 
joint ventures, particularly regarding foreign participation in 
joint venture equity (as a whole limited to 49%), for repatriating 
earnings in convertible currency, and for local nationality of 
the President or Managing Director. There is, however, an ap- 
preciable diversity of tax rates on income earned and repatriated 
and a variable scope for negotiation of local salaries and access 
to domestic markets. 
The experience accumulated over the past few years has shown 
the importance of making the legal conditions and regulations for 
establishing joint ventures in the CMEA countries clearer and 
easier for the partners involved. New legislation and other 
special documents concerning joint ventures are expected to be 
enacted in the USSR1= and CSSR. I" 
Among the internal factors or driving forces for establishing 
joint ventures between Eastern and Western countries, the motives 
of the cooperative partners are of great importance. An extract 
of such motives are given by the ECE survey on East-West joint 
ventures. A decision to establish a joint venture usually in- 
cludes one or more of the following motives on the part of one or 
more partners: 
a )  To undertake large-scale manufacture of complex products 
which formerly had only been imported; 
b )  To expand production by creating new capacities; 
c )  To extend and diversify existing activities into new product 
lines or other industrial sectors; 
d )  To broaden the scope of marketing to encompass new markets 
and marketing channels; 
e )  To provide additional support for joint manufacturing by 
extending relations into R8D and after-sale service; 
f )  To create a formal structure for the transfer of proprietary 
technology; 
g )  To facilitate payment arrangements; 
h )  To realize the synergy inherent in existing cooperation 
arrangements; in such cases, the joint venture operates in 
parallel to such arrangements; 
i )  To broaden inter-firm relations. 
Anonymous. (1988) "Schon 166 Gemeinschaftsfirmen in Com- 
econ Deutschland und Oesterreich sind fuhrend," Die Presse, April 
20; and Anonymous. (1987) "Oesterreichs Sowjethandel halbiert 
Interesse fur Joint Ventures," Die Presse, December 30. 
I" Hoorn, Erich. (1988) "Perestrojka in Auflenhandel der 
CSSR," Die Presse, May 25, and from discussions the author had 
with representatives of the CSSR Planning Committee and Chamber 
of Commerce. 
Some of the motives for forming joint ventures can be ex- 
tracted by studying several examples of companies, located in the 
East, most of which are concentrated in the business field (Table 
7). Together with these motives, observation and expert opinion 
show that partner selection depends on certain organizational, 
managerial, social and cultural features. So in addition to the 
business motives or business background for establishing a joint 
venture, an important role is played by the specific characteris- 
tics of the countries and companies individually involved in the 
process. In this respect, a Hungarian study on east-west joint 
ventures located in Hungary shows that Western partners (in addi- 
tion to such motives as market extension, entrance to CMEA market, 
economic environment, level of partner development) consider 9 
criteria of social and managerial aspects to be satisfied by their 
Hungarian partners. The Hungarian companies entering into a 
joint venture usually consider internal and external problems 
(for instance, financial and economic conditions or legislation), 
the know-how they have about joint ventures, the risk involved in 
establishing them, their ability to adapt to new things and to 
live with changes. 
Each of the motives or criteria for establishing joint ven- 
tures can be examined in depth in order to: 
* identify the main characteristics and priorities of each as 
well as the frequency with which different motivations are 
used during the stages of setting up joint ventures. 
Another interesting point for investigation is the managerial 
motivation for establishing joint ventures, such as: 
* how these motives are realized during the operation of the 
joint venture, 
* which of these motives are transferred to the joint venture 
strategies, and 
* to what extent these motives are satisfied by the results of 
joint venture operations. 
2.2. Distribution of East-West Joint Ventures by Country and In- 
dustry 
Up to 1988, an estimated 400 joint ventures were located in 
Western countries and approximately 170 (either in operation or 
soon to start operation) in Eastern Europe. 
Most of the joint ventures established in Western countries 
by Eastern partners are connected with export promotion. Joint 
ventures account for 15-30% of CMEA countries' exports to the 
West. In some sectors such as machinery and equipment and oil 
and oil products, they handle 30-80% of these exports. Joint 
ventures have been used in market penetration efforts to improve 
marketing, advertising, and servicing. Sometimes they have been 
set up to avoid East-West tariff barriers. For example, the 
creation of the Hungarian-American company, Action-Tungsram, 
helped to overcome problems arising at that time from the lack of 
a "Most Favored Nation" treatment for Hungarian imports to the 
United States. This meant a reduction from a 20% to a 4% rate of 
customs duty." 
The Western country with greatest number o f  East-West joint 
ventures is the Federal Republic of Germany, approximately 16% of 
the total. It is followed by United Kingdom with 15%, Austria 
12%; France 9%; Belgium, Italy, and the United States, with around 
7% each. Shares of other Western countries range between 2% for 
Finland to roughly 4% each for Canada, Sweden, and Switzerland 
(see Table 8 ) .  
During the 1970'5, the USSR was the most active East European 
country to invest in enterprises located in the West, accounting 
for over 100 or 29% of all East-West mixed companies located in 
the West,lS followed by Poland and Hungary, each roughly 18%, and 
by Bulgaria and Romania, each roughly 10%. At the end of 1980, 
an increase in the total number of East-West joint ventures in 
the West can be observed (304 to 210 compared with 1976). The 
most active countries -at that time were the USSR (24%) and Poland 
(25%), followed by Hungary (16%) and Romania and Bulgaria (each 
about 10%). An increase is also found for CSSR (from 5 to 8%) 
and for the GDR (from 4 to 7%) (see Figure 10). 
It is clear that many of the joint ventures set up by Eastern 
countries in the West were initiated primarily to promote exports 
o f  the investing Eastern country by means of improved marketing, 
distribution, servicing, and control of product quality. Almost 
half of these mixed companies may be classified as marketing 
companies acting a s  agents for the Eastern partner engaging in 
advertising, market research, warehousing, etc. 
Over one third of the number of joint ventures investigated 
by the ECE promote sales of machinery and equipment. Export 
promotion of consumer goods accounts for another third. Companies 
marketing raw and semi-processed materials are on average about 
5% of the total. The share of companies marketing technology 
know-how and licenses is less than 1 %  of the total. Hungary, 
however, is an exception. Around 15% of Hungarian investments in 
the West (the largest share among Eastern countries) is connected 
with manufacturing and assembling. Only 2 other East European 
countries engage in this type o f  activity, Bulgaria and the USSR. 
-- - 
'" ECE (1987) TRADE, R.528. 
l S  Wienert/Slater, 1986. 
East-West manufacturing joint ventures in the West are also 
concentrated in the machinery and equipment sector. Other impor- 
tant sectors of activity for East-West joint ventures and wholly- 
owned Eastern subsidiaries are in the pharmaceutical sector, 
mainly Poland, Hungary, and Romania. 
Qccording to information published by the ECE, the number of 
joint ventures located in the CMEA countries through October 31, 
1987, was 134,16 nearly half of which were formed during the first 
9 months of 1987. Looking at the countries, 102 East-West joint 
ventures have been formed in Hungary, 10 each in Bulgaria and the 
Soviet Union, 5 each in Poland and Romania, and 2 in Czechos- 
lovakia (see Table 9). The growing interest in east-west joint 
ventures is demonstrated by the rapid increase in the number of 
signed agreements and of joint venture proposals since October 
31, 1987. For instance, over 250 proposals for joint ventures 
were submitted to the USSR for considerati~n.'~ The number of 
east-west joint ventures either in operation or soon to start 
operation in the USSR has increased from 10 in October 1987 to 
approximately 5 0  today. 
Looking at the state-of-the-art in 1987, the distribution of 
market economy partners in East-West joint ventures located in 
Eastern Europe is a s  follows. Federal Republic of Germany par- 
ticipates in 36 enterprises, Austria in 30, Switzerland in 15, 
and Japan in 14. 
2.3. Problems in Establishing, Operating, and Developing East-West 
Joint Ventures 
While quantitative data about East-West joint ventures des- 
cribing mainly the number and types of joint ventures and their 
distribution by country and by industrial sector can be readily 
obtained from published sources, relevant qualitative data are 
very limited and unsystematically presented. The theories and 
empirical observations concerning joint ventures in other direc- 
tions (west-west, east-east, and north-south) are also limited. 
In this connection, John Walmsley in his Handbook of Internation- 
al Joint Ventures, says: "joint ventures are a frequently occurr- 
ing topic in international business, and I am surprised that so 
little has been written about them."'= Such an opinion is held 
" ECE (1987) TRADE, R.528. 
l7 Chemical Week, November 18, 1987. 
'" Walmsley, John (1982) Handbook of International Joint 
Ventures, London: Graham 8 Trotman. 
by many authors and practitioners involved in establishing and 
operating joint ventures.19 
As "a most complicated to01,"~" international joint ventures 
mean more than just the linkage of commercial interests. In 
accordance with this last statement, most of the studies on joint 
ventures, although done from the point of view of the problems 
and difficulties arising during their establishment and operation, 
concentrate on the commercial and business aspects of this pheno- 
menon, not so much on the organizational and managerial aspects. 
The reason generally given to justify this is that a joint venture 
is an enterprise like all the rest and that the partners are 
seeking first of all to achieve success in the business arena. 
Beyond this simple explanation, however, there is a complex set 
of problems arising from the new nature of this type of enter- 
prise and from the operation of a joint business. 
After extracting information from literature sources and 
considering the opinions and experience of researchers and man- 
agers as told to the author, several issues involved in establish- 
ing, operating, and developing joint ventures can be put forward 
as well as certain questions to be investigated, without claiming 
to be comprehensive. 
The problems correspond to the two main stages of joint 
ventures, namely neqotiation and operation. These two stages can 
be distinguished by their basic aims and problem areas as well as 
by the 'actors7 involved in them. The final target of the nego- 
tiation stage is to establish the joint venture in a way most 
appropriate for the partners, while the operation stage must be 
oriented to managing effectively the joint venture and increasing 
its positive socio-economic impacts. 
The problems in the negotiation stage are concentrated mainly 
in the following areas: 
* Internal Policy Decision 
* Socio-economic Research and Assessment 
* Partner Selection 
* Support Teams and Staff 
* Feasibility Study and Pre-planning 
Becvar, Otakar. (1987) "From Cooperation to Joint Ven- 
tures," Czechoslovak Foreign Trade, November; and Strickey, John 
A. (1983) Vertical Inteqration and Joint Ventures in the Aluminum 
Industry, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press. 
"" Description of joint ventures in: Drucker, P. (1974) 
Manaqement Tasks, Responsibilities and Practices, New York: 
Harper 8 Row. 
Some of the questions, which have not been systematically 
investigated and which correspond to the above mentioned problem 
areas, are of great importance for organizational theory as well 
as for the practice of joint ventures. 
# ISSUES 
.- 
1. There is a typical tendency 
to form joint ventures based 
on the substitution process 
and the steady evolution of 
the partners' initial rela- 
tions (see Figure 1 1 ) .  
2. The process of bilateral bar- 
gaining in order to establish 
joint ventures is not clear 
from several points of view: 
* in terms of goals 
+ in terms of strategies 
+ in terms of the nature 
of the partners, etc. 
3. There is a certain general 
"path" for initiating a 
joint venture and bringing 
the project into full opera- 
tion (with specific steps 
for each individual joint 
venture). Such a "critical 
path" is described in the 
literature, using the ex- 
per ience of developed coun- 
tries (see Figure 12 and 
more details in Figure 13). 
* What are the main driving forces 
and advantages of such a tendency? 
To what extent do previous forms 
of cooperation lead to establish- 
ing joint ventures? 
it In what circumstances are cer- 
tain forms of cooperation sub- 
stituted for others? 
* What are the main goals and 
strategies with which the partners 
enter into a joint venture? 
* How does the nature of the 
partners (organizational and 
production structure, market 
position, managerial style, etc.) 
influence the bargaining process? 
* What kind of activities are 
required for successfully es- 
tablishing and operating joint 
ventures? 
+ What is the "critical path" and 
which are its key activities or 
steps? 
* Is there a necessary duration 
of each key activity? 
4. Many formalities must be 
complied with and many steps 
taken in connection with 
existing stereotypes in 
economic and management 
thinking and organizational 
standards in order to es- 
tablish joint ventures. The 
average time-frame is es- 
timated to be about 2 years. 
+ How can managerial practice be 
improved to facilitate the pro- 
cess? 
+ What kind of organizational and 
managerial decisions can speed up 
the process? For instance, Hun- 
gary has a special coordinating 
agency offering all services 
needed by Western firms and their 
Hungarian partners (Econo-Szerviz 
Ltd.). Some national Chambers of 
Commerce provide such assistance 
and so facilitate the negotiation 
process. The Bulgarian Foreign 
Trade Bank and the Austrian Lan- 
derbank have an agreement to 
provide assistance for partners 
from their respective countries. 
5. The importance of a pre- + How can the pre-planning phase 
planning phase has been incorporate not only practical 
pointed out. The lack of functioning operations, but also 
adequate pre-planning is skill application and apprecia- 
mentioned as one of the main t ion? ' 
reasons for a joint venture's 
failure. 
6. One of the sources of a + What is the "art" to channel 
joint venture's success is the strategies of both partners 
agreeing on a preliminary into one common strategy for the 
joint venture strategy bet- joint venture? 
ween the partners and setting 
priorities for areas in 
which both partners agree to 
cooperate based on general 
negotiation. 
After establishing a joint venture, the problems of operation 
appear. In this respect, the nature of the east-west joint ven- 
ture as a new organizational phenomenon causes differences, as 
compared with other enterprises. This is an unique unit where 
almost all processes in the industrial world today can be ob- 
served; where two economic systems are channelled into one new 
organizational setting; where technological, economic and social 
problems must be addressed jointly. 
East-west joint ventures require an appropriate environment, 
both external and internal, whose dimensions can differ from 
existing ones. In this respect, i t  can be stated that a sys- 
tematic approach, supported by empirical investigations, could 
clarify these dimensions in order to achieve a better understand- 
ing of east-west joint ventures. Three main research areas can 
be pointed out, concerning the internal environment, where the 
most important problems of joint venture operation occur: joint 
venture economy, joint venture human resources, and joint ventures 
as a new organizational setting. 
LIST  OF POTENTIAL RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
ON ECSST-UEST JOINT VENTURES 
(INTERNAL) 
# RESEARCH AREA PROBLEMS TO BE INVESTIGATED 
1. ECONOMY 
1.1. Economic characteristics of 
the E-W joint venture as a 
new business innovation 
* Ownership structure 
a) Ownership-Property rela- 
tion: rights and liabili- 
ties 
b )  Economic-Financial instru- 
ments 
* Varieties of property: 
intellectual and industrial, 
patens and 1 icenses, know- 
how, investment, RLD re- 
sults, etc. 
* Utilization, development 
and property guarantees 
Barriers and Stimulants: 
* Tariffs 
+ Taxes, double taxation 
* Repatriation 
+ Investment, reinvestment 
* Depreciation 
+ Prices 
+ Payments, financing 
* Currency exchange 
Role of Banks (nationally 
and international 1 y) 
1.2. Economic Development 
Influence of National Econ- 
omic Regulations 
* Contracting with other 
business organizations 
* Operating in special econ- 
omic zones 
* Domestic Trade 
* Planning 
.I+ Economic development 
indicators 
* Comparative cost-benefit 
analysis 
* Dynamics of effectiveness 
* Risk of growth 
2. HUMAN RESOURCES 
2.1. Internationalization of 
"work" 
2.2. Labor Force Development 
3. NEW ORGANIZATIONAL SETTING 
3.1. Organizational dimensions 
it New structures 
New quality requirements 
* Salaries 
* Productivity 
* Skills 
* Education 
* Training, retraining 
* Promotion 
w Motivation, social pro- 
grams 
+ Working conditions 
* Trade union relations 
* Incentives 
* Structure, functions & 
activities: distribution of 
rights and responsibilities 
between partner firms 
* Organizational relations: 
partners-joint venture; 
seller-buyer 
w Diffusion of the organiza- 
tional culture 
3.2. New Management Patterns 
+ New organizational stan- 
dards 
w Distribution of management 
rights and responsibilities 
* Diffusion of management 
know-how 
w New managerial style and 
organizational culture 
w New managerial standards 
By investigating east-west joint ventures as a new organiza- 
ional setting and their socio-economic impacts on the development 
f the countries, industrial sectors, and partners involved, an 
understanding is required of the 'pros' and 'cons' as well as the 
'do's' and 'don'ts' connected with their successful establishment 
and operation. There are several examples of joint venture fail- 
ures, which do not define a general tendency.== Some of the 
reasons for these failures are, for instance, lack of adequate 
pre-planning, lack of attention and flexibility, lack of policy 
agreement, etc. In this connection, it is necessary for prac- 
titioners to understand the viability of east-west joint ventures 
and the main factors for their success or failure. 
In summary, several conclusions could be drawn concerning the 
needs arising from both the increasing importance of east-west 
joint ventures and general interest in them: 
The widespread importance attached to the latest high-poten- 
tial form of cooperation, that of joint ventures, leads to 
the need for an explanation and interpretation of this or- 
aanizational phenomenon in its technoloaical, economic, and 
social aspects. 
w The problems of establishing, operating and developing east- 
west joint ventures point to a need to qain knowledqe about 
the environment in which the joint venture will operate, 
= creating a climate of useful cooperation between the 
partners, 
ECE (1987) TRhDE, R.528. 
= finding a common business language, having in mind the 
differences in the economic systems of the partners, 
= appropriate indicators for economic and social develop- 
ment, 
= establishing new organizational standards, and 
= overcoming cultural barriers. 
* The successful functioning and development of east-west 
joint ventures needs to work toward creatinq a new harmonized 
international environment, defining its main socio-economic 
characteristics and supporting it  with 
= effective economic financial instruments for its opera- 
tion, 
= new dimensions of "work" and labor efficiency, 
= appropriate organizational forms and managerial tools. 
In conclusion, we can agree with McHillanCp that the wide- 
spread importance attached to the extension of East-West inter- 
firm cooperation leads to the need for a theory to explain and 
interpret this phenomenon. The East-West setting would appear to 
offer a rich "laboratory" in which to study this form of coopera- 
tion. 
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TABLE 2 (con't) 
b) Cooperation in uhich each party 
specializes in part of the 
manufacturirq progran and the parties 
then exchange units in a d e r  to 
complete each other's range of products 
c) Co-production and specialization 
involving RBD only 
r Counter-trade arrangements are 
usually easier to undertake uithin the 
framework of a cooperation agreement 
Many sub-contracting agreements 
eventually develop into co-production 
r Advantages: 1 )  f a  Eastern countries: 
lower production costs through longer 
production runs, inproved utilization 
of installed capacity, increased 
quality and domestic production 
structure; 2) for Western countries: 
new market, lower costs, stable labor 
force and production 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4. Sub- a) Short-term ageements providing for the SIXTH the SIXTH 
contracting the delivery of an agreed quantity of nost mast 
finished or semi-finished goods u i despread w i despread 
produced through use of documentation f a m  form 
and knolrhow Card sometimes parts, 
machinery and equipment) provided by 
the contractor 
b) Long-term agreements prwiding f a  
delivery on a continuing basis, same as 
in point a) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
5. Joint a) Joint ventures involving marketing the FOURTH the SECONU * The m s t  developed f a r  of 
Ver~tures only r m ~ t  mast cooperation and often the m s t  
uidespread widespread attractive form for the partners 
b) Joint ventures involving production, form form 
marketing, and R&D r Form of business relationship which 
involves pooling of assets (capital 
equipment, licenses, technical and 
organizational facilities, etc.), joint 
management, profit and risk sharing 
according to a commonly agreed-to 
formula and prwiding for joint 
marketing, servicing and production 
% P&D activities can be involved as well 
* Joint ventures can also include all 
other forms of cooperation 
TABLE 2 (con't) 
........................................................................................................................... 
6. Jo in t  a> Customer located i n  a th i rdcount r -y  theFIFTH the FIFTH 
pro jec ts  or  m o s t  m o s t ,  
j o i n t  b> Customer located i n  one o f  the widespread wid~spread 
tender- i ng partner countr ies f nrm form 
N.B. The data t o  assemble this tab le  w e r e  taken F r o m  the fo l lowing sources: 
l.Wienert, Helgard and Slater. John. (198En) East-West Technology Transfer: The Trade and Economic 
Aspects, Par is: OECO. 
2.ECE, TRHDE, R.132. 
3.ECE (1987> TRRUE, R.527, September 21. 
........................................................................................................................... 
........................................................................................................................... 
TABLE 3: 
,?ANKING OF EAST-WEST INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION BY INDUSTRIAL SECTORS 
___-___-_____-_____-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
__ ____- ____- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
RANK I NG END 1980 SEPT 1 9 8 7  
................................................................. 
Chemicals 
Mechanical Engineering 
Transport Equipment 
Electrical Equipment 
Light Industry 
Other 
Electronics 
Metallurgy 
Food & Agriculture 
Machine-tools 
Chemicals 
Mechanical Engineering 
Transport Equipment 
Light Industry 
Other 
Electronics 
Electrical Equipment 
Food & Agriculture 
Metallurgy 
Machine-tools 
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TFIBLE 5: MHIN EHST EUROPERN JOINT VENTURE PROVISIONS 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
COUNTRY HESTERN LEGAL FORM MRNAGEMENT TRXES TAX PROF I T 
ElXl I TY SWRE REWTRIflTIOri INCENT I VES 
BULGARIA N o l i m i t  Mixed Management Forei qn 20% on One- t o  
corporations Board; board partner may p ro f i t s ;  three-year 
o f  directors. t ransfer addit ional ID% exemption from 
k l q a r i a n  en t i re  amount on s h a e  taxes. 
~a tner o f  h i s  share transferred 
reta ins veto o f  prof  i t s  abroad. 
r igh t .  abroad. 
Chairman o f  
both boards 
m u s t  be 
Bulgarian. 
AUUGFIRY General l y "  
should not 
exceed 49%; 
m+l h.3 
majority 
shareholder i n  
f inancia l  and 
service f i e lds  
Share, j o i n t  Specified i n  Prof i t s  may be 40% tax on 
stock, l im i ted  a r t i c l e s  of  transferred prof  i t s ;  24% 
l i a b i l i t y ,  assoc i a t  ion. abroad through o f  wages and 
j o i n t  cm~pani es National Bank salar ies must 
o f  Hungay. be paid as 
social  
secur i ty 
contributions. 
I f  p r o f i t  
a f ter  tax i s  
used t o  
increase 
company 
assets, par t  
o f  p r o f i t  tax 
m i g h t  be 
reimbursed. 
?OLRND 49% maximum, Limited " I n  p r inc ip le"  Up t o  5% of  
except uhol ly  1 iab i  1 i t y  headed by net p ro f i t s ,  
owned foreign compan i es c i t i zen  of but not 
companies i n  Po 1 and exceedirrg 9% 
handicrafts of foreign 
and domestic partner' s 
services. hard-currency 
capi ta l  
2.5% turnover Prof it, 
tax; 5% tax on turnover taxes 
construction may be uaived 
and assembly f o r  i n i t i a l  3 
work; years. 
graduated fee 
o f  up t o  30% 
on 1 icense 
investm-t. fees and 
royalt ies. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2Olr.AN i A 49% maximum Joint  stock or Managing Government 30% on If p r o f i t s  
1 imited Committee or  guarantees prof i t s ;  reinvested for 
l i a b i l i t y  A & ~ i n i s t r a t i . ~ e  transfer addit ional 10% a t  least 5 
companies Counc i 1 ; abroad of a l l  on prof i t s  years, actual 
I- 
~enera 1 p r o f i t s  a f te r  transferred tax ra te  i s  
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TRBLE 6: REGULATIONS ON JOINT VENTURES I N  THE CWA COUNTRIES 
.............................................................................................................................................................. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1~ ROHFINI A s HUIGRRY *. BULGRRI A I POLANO i CSSR s USSR 
YEAR WEN RULES s 197 1 s 1972 1 1980 s 1906 s 1986 i 1987 
FIRST ISSUED I s f. f s E 
WPROVI WG * State Council * H i n i s t r y  o f  * Council of * H i n i s t r y  o f  * The Federal * The USSR min is t ry  
RUTWRI TY i * Finance * Hin i s t e r s  * Foreign Trade * H i n i s t r y  having * or agency o r  
i s ~t I * j u r i  sd i  c t i  on * counci l  of 
i s E s a * Hin is te rs  o f  tho 
s ~t * * i * Union R o p h l i c  
i s # s % * having j u r i s d i c t i o n  
............................................................................................................................................................ 
M X I  HU( FORE1 GN E la * 49X. exceptions * No upper 1 i n i  t * 192. exceptions a 19Z i 192 
~RTICIPRTION S * possib le  % * possible a i 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
PURCHRSIffi FROn * * * * * * 
fl) DOHESTIC WRKETS * i n  conver t ib le  * as l o c a l  enterpr ises * as l oca l  enterpr ises * as l oca l  enterpr ises * as l oca l  enterpr ises * as agreed ui t h  
S currencies )t I f i * Soviet enterpr ises 
* * * * * * 
0 )  FOREIGN tlfU?KETS * f r e e  * must obta in  fo re ign  * must obta in  fore isn * must obta in  fo re ign  * must obta in  fo re ign  * f r ee  
s * t rade perni  t * t rade permit  * t rade permit  * t rade p e r n i t  i 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
~~RKETING r o  a s s s a ~t 
3) OOHESTIC PUWKETS * i n  c ~ v e r t i b l e  r only  through uhole- * d i rec t19  t o  the It d i r e c t l y  t o  the * d i r e c t l y  t o  tho * as agreed u i t h  
* currencies * sale enterpr ises * domestic market * domestic market * domestic market * Soviet enterpr ises 
* * * * I * 
a> FOREIGN m E T S  * f r e e l y  i n  * must obta in  fo re ign  S must ob ta in  f o r e i ~ n  * nust obta in  fo re ign  * w s t  ob ta in  fo re ign  * f r ee  
* convert i b l  e * t rade permit * t rade pern i  +. * t rade permit  * t rade permit  i 
* currencies s ~t i a E 
............................................................................................................................................................. 
CURRENCY TRIW!%ERS * only  out o f  JV's * on1 y out of JVLs * only  out o f  JV's * l i m i t e d  by: 1) * t o  he def ined i n  * only  out o f  JV's 
FIBROflO * own currency S o m  currency * oun currerlcq * 15-207 o f  currency * the fo re ign  * oun currency 
* earnings earnings * earninqs * earn i rqs t o  be so ld  r currency permit  * earnings 
x s ~t * t o  Po l i sh  bank; 21 * i 
s ~t s * Right t o  fo re ign  * s 
i i )L * c ~ ~ r r e n c i  es s i 
s i x * proport ionate t o  i s 
i s E * share i n  s ta tu to ry  * s 
~t s s * cap i t a l  I 
INCDnE TAX RRTE r 30% f 40% f. 202 I 50% s 50% i J02 
INCENTIVES : LOIKR * Case-by-case: S 1) Case-by-case * Case-by-cme: * 11 f i r s t  2 years E --- * 11 case-by-case 
TRK RATE * f i r s t  p r o f i t a b l e  ~t * f i r s t  3 years. * tax f ree  f i 
* year tan  free; * 21 Production ar~d * reduct ion t o  be s s * 21 f i r s t  2 
It fo l low ing  2 years * hotels:  C i r s t  5 * nego+.iat.ed qvat-1q * 2:) export: each 1% * It p ro f i t ab l e   year^ 
* 15-302 * years 20%; f r - o m  6th f. t o f  production s It tax f ree  
1. * year. 3nZ f * exported = 0.40% f It 
I: s s * reduct ion i n  tax R f 
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